2018 BTCA results

Agility:
Sat Ap 12, 2018 Trial 1

**Ag Novice B (12 INCHES)**

D J Nauer
(3 ent) 65 Sec 120 yds

CH Artistry's Savoy Truffle RN CGC TKN  *Boston Terrier*  S Herber
pts 95.0 Time 64.56

**1st**

**Ag Open (12 INCHES)**

D J Nauer
(2 ent) 62 Sec 134 yds

CH Bunyip Boogie Shoes On Broadway NA NAJ  *Boston Terrier*  J Walter/K Walter/S Trent/V Carter Francardo
pts 95.0 Time 40.25

**1st**

**Ag Master (8 INCHES)**

D J Nauer
(4 ent) 71 Sec 165 yds

MACH5 Artistry's Black Gold CD RA MXS2 MJS2 MXF TQX T2B3 CGC  *Boston Terrier*  K Misegadis
pts 100.0 Time 39.79

**1st**

2nd
MACH Poseidia Shine Bright Like A Diamond For N&R RA MXB MJS CA CGC  *Boston Terrier*  N Huber/R Gjestvang
pts 100.0 Time 51.69  **Ag Master (12 INCHES)**
D J Nauer
(3 ent) 66 Sec 165 yds

Alpha's Take It To Heart CDX BN RE AX AXJ CGCA CGCU TKP  *Boston Terrier*  L Sheets/M Miller
pts 100.0 Time 66.0  **Ag Novice Pref (8 INCHES)**
D J Nauer
(6 ent) 70 Sec 120 yds

Tribe's Complete Malik "Phife Dawg" ACT2 CGC TKI  *Boston Terrier*  L Bernier
pts 90.0 Time 61.83  **Ag Excel A Pref (8 INCHES)**
D J Nauer
(2 ent) 71 Sec 165 yds

Sv-Chrimaso's Knight Reaper 4 Kucsik BN OA OAJ CA THDN CGC TKA  *Boston Terrier*  P Preston/C Kucsik
pts 100.0 Time 58.83  **Ag Master Pref (4 INCHES)**
D J Nauer
(1 ent) 76 Sec 165 yds
MACH3 Saint Lucy Fancy Step MXG MJC  *Boston Terrier*  L Stoeker  
pts 100.0 Time 54.94  
**Ag Master Pref (8 INCHES)**

D J Nauer  
(3 ent) 71 Sec 165 yds

---

Bosart's City Boy MX MXJ MXP MJP XF MFP T2B  *Boston Terrier*  N Wilson/J Wilson  
pts 100.0 Time 39.63  
**Ag JWW Novice B (12 INCHES)**

D J Nauer  
(5 ent) 44 Sec 109 yds

---

MACH4 PACH Blossom's Cosmo Girl Wilson RN MXC MJB2 MXP4 MXPB MJP4 MJPB PAX MXF TQX MFP T2B3  *Boston Terrier*  N Wilson/J Wilson  
pts 100.0 Time 43.3  
**Ag JWW Novice B (12 INCHES)**

D J Nauer  
(4 ent) 43 Sec 139 yds

---

CH Artistry's Savoy Truffle RN CGC TKN  *Boston Terrier*  S Herber  
pts 100.0 Time 41.43  
**Ag JWW Master (12 INCHES)**

D J Nauer  
(4 ent) 43 Sec 139 yds

---

1st
Leaps&Bounds Super Manley Stanley CD BN RN AX MXJ CGC  
*Boston Terrier*  S Tortorelli  
pts 100.0 Time 37.66

Withrow's Sadie AX AXJ CGC TKA  
*Boston Terrier*  N Withrow  
pts 100.0 Time 41.85  
**Ag JWW Novice Pref (8 INCHES)**  
D J Nauer  
(6 ent) 49 Sec 109 yds

GCH CH Naughty Norteno's Oracle@Delphi CAX BCAT CGC TKN  
*Boston Terrier*  D Ferrero/J Flora/M Fish  
pts 100.0 Time 48.13  
**1st**

Tribe's Complete Malik "Phife Dawg" ACT2 CGC TKI  
*Boston Terrier*  L Bernier  
pts 95.0 Time 29.16  
**2nd**

Wannabe Run's Leading Lady RN NAJ  
*Boston Terrier*  L Piercy/E Piercy  
pts 9  
**Ag JWW Open Pref (8 INCHES)**  
D J Nauer  
(2 ent) 45 Sec 120 yds  
**3rd**
CH Shangri-La's Let The Games Begin! BN RN FDC NA NAJ NJP NF CGCA TKA  Boston Terrier  L Bays/T Bays
pts 100.0 Time 31.6  
**Ag JWW Master Pref (8 INCHES)**

D J Nauer  
(2 ent) 48 Sec 139 yds

---

MACH4 PACH Blossom's Cosmo Girl Wilson RN MXC MJB2 MXP4 MXPB MJP4 MJPB PAX MXF TQX MFP T2B3  Boston Terrier  N Wilson/J Wilson
pts 100.0 Time 33.83  
**Time 2 Beat (8 INCHES)**

D J Nauer  
(2 ent) 26.71 Sec

---

MACH5 Artistry's Black Gold CD RA MXS2 MJS2 MXF TQX T2B3 CGC  Boston Terrier  K Misegadis
Time 26.71

---

GCH CH Tam-Ra's Secret Investment AX AXJ NAP OF NFP CA DCAT RATCHX CZ8P2 CGC TKP  Boston Terrier  L Cowhig
Time 47.06  
**Time 2 Beat (12 INCHES)**

D J Nauer  
(7 ent) 33.76 Sec
Lily RN OA OAJ NF  Boston Terrier  S St. Antoine
Time 33.76

CH Bunyip Boogie Shoes On Broadway NA NAJ  Boston Terrier  J Walter/K Walter/S Trent/V Carter Francardo
Time 34.85

Leaps&Bounds Super Manley Stanley CD BN RN AX MXJ CGC  Boston Terrier  S Tortorelli
Time 41.26

Alpha's Take It To Heart CDX BN RE AX AXJ CGCA CGCU TKP  Boston Terrier  L Sheets/M Miller
Time 58.83

D J Nauer
(5 ent) 29.61 Sec

Time 2 Beat Pref (8 INCHES)

Bosart's City Boy MX MXJ MXP MJP XF MFP T2B  Boston Terrier  N Wilson/J Wilson
Time 29.61
MACH4 PACH Blossom's Cosmo Girl Wilson RN MXC MJB2 MXP4 MXPB MJP4 MJPB PAX MXF TQX MFP T2B3  
*Boston Terrier*  N Wilson/J Wilson
Time 32.66

Tribe's Complete Malik "Phife Dawg" ACT2 CGC TKI  
*Boston Terrier*  L Bernier
Time 54.23

**TRIAL # 2**
April 21.2018

**Ag Excel A (12 INCHES)**

D J Nauer
(2 ent) 68 Sec 171 yds

1st

**Lily RN OA OAJ NF**  
*Boston Terrier*  S St. Antoine
pts 100.0 Time 44.56

**Ag Master (12 INCHES)**

D J Nauer
(3 ent) 68 Sec 171 yds

1st

**Leaps&Bounds Super Manley Stanley CD BN RN AX MXJ CGC**  
*Boston Terrier*  S Tortorelli
pts 100.0 Time 61.94

**Ag Novice Pref (8 INCHES)**

D J Nauer
(6 ent) 76 Sec 132 yds
1st

**Tribe's Complete Malik "Phife Dawg" ACT2 CGC TKI**  
*Boston Terrier*  
L Bernier  
pts 95.0 Time 53.28

2nd

**CH Shangri-La's Let The Games Begin! BN RN FDC NA NAJ NJP NF CGCA TKA**  
*Boston Terrier*  
L Bays/T Bays  
pts 90.0 Time 48.25

3rd

**GCH CH Hifly'N Little Bolt Of Lightning BCAT THD CGC**  
*Boston Terrier*  
S Sindt/C Sindt  
pts 90.0 Time 68.49

**Ag Master Pref (8 INCHES)**

D J Nauer  
(4 ent) 73 Sec 171 yds

1st

**MACH4 PACH Blossom's Cosmo Girl Wilson RN MXC MB2 MXP4 MXPB MJP4 MJPB PAX MXF TQX MFP T2B3**  
*Boston Terrier*  
N Wilson/J Wilson  
pts 100.0 Time 46.58

2nd

**Sindt's Little Gizmo CD BN RAE AX OAJ NF BCAT THD TKN**  
*Boston Terrier*  
S Sindt  
pts 100.0 Time 68.21

**Ag JWW Novice B (12 INCHES)**

D J Nauer
(5 ent) 43 Sec 107 yds

CH Artistry's Savoy Truffle RN CGC TKN  *Boston Terrier*  S Herber
pts 100.0 Time 33.13

**Ag JWW Open (12 INCHES)**

D J Nauer
(2 ent) 39 Sec 118 yds

CH Bunyip Boogie Shoes On Broadway NA NAJ  *Boston Terrier*  J Walter/K
Walter/S Trent/V Carter Francardo
pts 95.0 Time 26.09

**Ag JWW Master (8 INCHES)**

D J Nauer
(3 ent) 50 Sec 154 yds

MACH5 Artistry's Black Gold CD RA MXS2 MJS2 MXF TQX T2B3 CGC  *Boston Terrier*  K Misegadis
pts 100.0 Time 27.12

**2nd**

GCH CH Tam-Ra's Secret Investment AX AXJ NAP OF NFP CA DCAT RATCHX CZ8P2 CGC TKP  *Boston Terrier*  L Cowhig
pts 100.0 Time 38.69

**3rd**
MACH Poseidia Shine Bright Like A Diamond For N&R RA MXB MJS CA CGC  Boston Terrier  N Huber/R Gjestvang
pts 100.0 Time 41.49

1st

Ag JWW Master (12 INCHES)

D J Nauer
(4 ent) 47 Sec 154 yds

Bosart Petunia's The Final One OA AXJ OF  Boston Terrier  N Wilson
pts 100.0 Time 30.62

2nd

Leaps&Bounds Super Manley Stanley CD BN RN AX MXJ CGC  Boston Terrier  S Tortorelli
pts 100.0 Time 43.36

D J Nauer
(4 ent) 47 Sec 154 yds

2nd

Ag JWW Novice Pref (8 INCHES)

D J Nauer
(6 ent) 48 Sec 107 yds

1st

GCH CH Naughty Norteno's Oracle@Delphi CAX BCAT CGC TKN  Boston Terrier  D Ferrero/J Flora/M Fish
pts 100.0 Time 40.15

2nd
Chrimaso's They Call Me Mellow Yellow CA CGC TKN  
_Boston Terrier_  
C Kucsik/J Kucsik  
pts 89.0 Time 49.31

**Ag JWW Open Pref (8 INCHES)**

D J Nauer  
(2 ent) 44 Sec 118 yds

---

GCH CH Bo-Ty's Dreamin' Of Leapin' Lizards BN RN OA NAJ BCAT THD CGC TKN  
_Boston Terrier_  
S Sindt/C Sindt  
pts 95.0 Time 42.76

**Ag JWW Master Pref (8 INCHES)**

D J Nauer  
(2 ent) 52 Sec 154 yds

---

Bosart's City Boy MX MXJ MXP MJP XF MFP T2B  
_Boston Terrier_  
N Wilson/J Wilson  
pts 100.0 Time 32.39

**1st**

---

MACH4 PACH Blossom's Cosmo Girl Wilson RN MXC MJB2 MXP4 MXPB MJP4 MJPB PAX MXF TQX MFP T2B3  
_Boston Terrier_  
N Wilson/J Wilson  
pts 100.0 Time 35.61

**Time 2 Beat (8 INCHES)**

D J Nauer  
(3 ent) 25.64 Sec  

**1st**
MACH5 Artistry's Black Gold CD RA MXS2 MJS2 MXF TQX T2B3 CGC  
*Boston Terrier* K Misegadis  
Time 25.64

MACH Poseidia Shine Bright Like A Diamond For N&R RA MXB MJS CA CGC  
*Boston Terrier* N Huber/R Gjestvang  
Time 37.31

GCH CH Tam-Ra's Secret Investment AX AXJ NAP OF NFP CA DCAT RATCHX CZ8P2 CGC TKP  
*Boston Terrier* L Cowhig  
Time 55.66

Time 2 Beat (12 INCHES)  
D J Nauer  
(7 ent) 38.39 Sec

1st  
Leaps&Bounds Super Manley Stanley CD BN RN AX MXJ CGC  
*Boston Terrier* S Tortorelli  
Time 38.39

Pure Countrys Pipen Hot Sensation CD BN RA NA NAJ  
*Boston Terrier* T Crumpler  
Time 38.47
Withrow's Sadie AX AXJ CGC TKA  *Boston Terrier*  N Withrow  
Time 44.99

Alpha's Take It To Heart CDX BN RE AX AXJ CGCA CGCU TKP  *Boston Terrier*  L Sheets/M Miller  
Time 56.51

**Time 2 Beat Pref (8 INCHES)**

D J Nauer  
(5 ent) 33.47 Sec

MACH4 PACH Blossom's Cosmo Girl Wilson RN MXC MJB2 MXP4 MXPB MJP4 MJPB PAX MXF TQX MFP T2B3  *Boston Terrier*  N Wilson/J Wilson  
Time 33.47

**1st**

CH Shangri-La's Let The Games Begin! BN RN FDC NA NAJ NJP NF CGCA TKA  *Boston Terrier*  L Bays/T Bays  
Time 40.23

Tribe's Complete Malik "Phife Dawg" ACT2 CGC TKI  *Boston Terrier*  L Bernier  
Time 41.42

**Time 2 Beat Pref (12 INCHES)**

D J Nauer  
(1 ent) 38.76 Sec
And Booker T Makes Three CD BN RE AX OAJ AJP SCN SBN CGC TKI
  *Boston Terrier*  L Bernier
  Time 38.76

**TRIAL #3**
April 22, 2018

**Ag Novice B (12 INCHES)**

*L Gillice*
(3 ent) 74 Sec 137 yds

1st

*Artistry's Written In The Stars OF Boston Terrier*  T Marshall
pts 100.0 Time 49.1

2nd

*CH Artistry's Savoy Truffle RN NAJ CGC TKN Boston Terrier*  S Herber
pts 100.0 Time 68.39

**Ag Excel A (12 INCHES)**

*L Gillice*
(2 ent) 69 Sec 173 yds

1st

*Bosart Petunia's The Final One OA AXJ OF Boston Terrier*  N Wilson
pts 100.0 Time 40.71

**Ag Master (8 INCHES)**

*L Gillice*
(4 ent) 74 Sec 173 yds
MACH5 Artistry's Black Gold CD RA MXS2 MJS2 MXF TQX T2B3 CGC  
*Boston Terrier*  K Misegadis  
pts 100.0 Time 40.66  
**Ag Master (12 INCHES)**
L Gillice  
(4 ent) 69 Sec 173 yds

GCH CH N&R’s Shooting Star From Dabs RE MX MXB MXJ MJB NF CA CGC  
*Boston Terrier*  N Huber/R Gjestvang  
pts 100.0 Time 58.88  
**Ag Novice Pref (8 INCHES)**
L Gillice  
(6 ent) 79 Sec 137 yds

CH Shangri-La's Let The Games Begin! BN RN FDC NA NAJ NAP NJP NF CGCA TKA  
*Boston Terrier*  L Bays/T Bays  
pts 100.0 Time 52.69

GCH CH Hifly'N Little Bolt Of Lightning BCAT THD CGC  
*Boston Terrier*  S Sindt/C Sindt  
pts 95.0 Time 59.76  
**Ag Excel A Pref (8 INCHES)**
L Gillice  
(2 ent) 74 Sec 173 yds
1st
GCH CH Bo-Ty's Dreamin' Of Leapin' Lizards BN RN OA NAJ BCAT THD CGC TKN  *Boston Terrier*  S Sindt/C Sindt
pts 100.0 Time 55.84
*Ag Master Pref (4 INCHES)*

L Gillice
(1 ent) 79 Sec 173 yds

1st
MACH3 Saint Lucy Fancy Step MXG MJC  *Boston Terrier*  L Stoeker
pts 100.0 Time 50.55
*Ag Master Pref (8 INCHES)*

L Gillice
(4 ent) 74 Sec 173 yds

1st
MACH4 PACH Blossom's Cosmo Girl Wilson RN MXC MJB2 MXP5 MXPS MJP5 MJPS PAX MXF TQX MFP T2B3 T2BP  *Boston Terrier*  N Wilson/J Wilson

*Ag JWW Novice B (12 INCHES)*

L Gillice
(5 ent) 45 Sec 112 yds

1st
CH Artistry's Savoy Truffle RN NAJ CGC TKN  *Boston Terrier*  S Herber
pts 100.0 Time 41.36

*Ag JWW Master (8 INCHES)*

L Gillice
MACH5 Artistry's Black Gold CD RA MXS2 MJS2 MXF TQX T2B3 CGC
   Boston Terrier  K Misegadis
pts 100.0 Time 28.8

GCH CH Tam-Ra's Secret Investment AX AXJ NAP OF NFP CA DCAT
   RATCHX CZ8P2 CGC TKP  Boston Terrier  L Cowhig
pts 100.0 Time 39.8

MACH Poseidia Shine Bright Like A Diamond For N&R RA MXB MJS CA
   CGC  Boston Terrier  N Huber/R Gjestvang
pts 100.0 Time 44.46
   Ag JWW Open Pref (8 INCHES)
   L Gillice
   (2 ent) 50 Sec 136 yds

CH Shangri-La's Let The Games Begin! BN RN FDC NA NAJ NAP NJP NF
   CGCA TKA  Boston Terrier  L Bays/T Bays
pts 100.0 Time 44.61

GCH CH Bo-Ty's Dreamin' Of Leapin' Lizards BN RN OA NAJ BCAT THD
   CGC TKN  Boston Terrier  S Sindt/C Sindt
pts 89.0 Time 53.12

**Ag JWW Master Pref (4 INCHES)**

L Gillice
(1 ent) 53 Sec 145 yds

---

MACH3 Saint Lucy Fancy Step MXG MJC  
*Boston Terrier*  
L Stoeker
pts 100.0 Time 41.55

**Time 2 Beat (8 INCHES)**

L Gillice
(2 ent) 32.24 Sec

---

MACH5 Artistry's Black Gold CD RA MXS2 MJS2 MXF TQX T2B3 CGC  
*Boston Terrier*  
K Misegadis
Time 32.24

---

GCH CH Tam-Ra's Secret Investment AX AXJ NAP OF NFP CA DCAT  
RATCHX CZ8P2 CGC TKP  
*Boston Terrier*  
L Cowhig
Time 42.81

**Time 2 Beat (12 INCHES)**

L Gillice
(7 ent) 44.95 Sec

---

Withrow's Sadie AX AXJ CGC TKA  
*Boston Terrier*  
N Withrow
Time 44.95
Leaps&Bounds Super Manley Stanley CD BN RN MX MXJ CGC  Boston Terrier  S Tortorelli
Time 50.36

Time 2 Beat Pref (8 INCHES)

L Gillice
(4 ent) 40.11 Sec

MACH4 PACH Blossom's Cosmo Girl Wilson RN MXC MJB2 MXP5 MXPS MJP5 MJPS PAX MXF TQX MFP T2B3 T2BP  Boston Terrier  N Wilson/J Wilson
Time 40.11

CH Shangri-La's Let The Games Begin! BN RN FDC NA NAJ NAP NJP NF CGCA TKA  Boston Terrier  L Bays/T Bays
Time 55.35

Time 2 Beat Pref (12 INCHES)

L Gillice
(1 ent) 49.36 Sec

And Booker T Makes Three CD BN RE AX OAJ AJP SCN SBN CGC TKI  Boston Terrier  L Bernier
Time 49.36
Obedience

Monday April 23, 2018

**Novice B**

Mrs. S Oviatt-Harris (7t)

1st

**Pure Countrys Pipen Hot Sensation CD BN RA NA NAJ**  *Boston Terrier*  T
Crumpler
pts 190.0

2nd

**Artistry's Jewel Tone Jem PCD BN RN TKN**  *Boston Terrier*  S Herber
pts 189.0

3rd

**Rio's Six Shooter PCD BN RN CGC**  *Boston Terrier*  C Leavitt/A Beskau
pts 186.0

4th

**GCHG CH Knolland King Of The Road BN CGC TKI**  *Boston Terrier*  B
Capstick/L Boileau
pts 179.0

**Beginner Novice A**

Mrs. S Oviatt-Harris (2t)
Lily RN OA OAJ NF  Boston Terrier  S St. Antoine
pts 187.0

Mrs. S Oviatt-Harris
(3t)

Beginner Novice B

CH Artistry’s Indigo Life Of Color  Boston Terrier  S Herber/G Herber
pts 196.0

2nd

CH Artistry’s Savoy Truffle RN CGC TKN  Boston Terrier  S Herber/G Herber
pts 194.0

3rd

One And Only Torques  Boston Terrier  D Mancine/S Kinnaird
pts 189.5

April 24, 2018
Tuesday
Trial 1

Novice B

C L Evans
(4t)
Pure Countrys Pipen Hot Sensation CD BN RA NA NAJ Boston Terrier T Crumpler pts 190.0

C L Evans
(2t)

Beginner Novice A

Lily RN OA OAJ NF Boston Terrier S St. Antoine pts 187.0

C L Evans
(3t)

Beginner Novice B

CH Artistry's Indigo Life Of Color Boston Terrier S Herber pts 194.0

1st

CH Artistry's Savoy Truffle RN CGC TKN Boston Terrier S Herber pts 192.5

2nd

One And Only Torques Boston Terrier D Mancine/S Kinnaird pts 189.5

3rd

April 24, 2018
Tuesday
Trial 2
Novice B

Mrs. S Oviatt-Harris
(3t)

1st

Pure Countrys Pipen Hot Sensation CD BN RA NA NAJ  
Crumpler  
pts 190.0

Beginner Novice A

Mrs. S Oviatt-Harris
(2t)

1st

Lily RN OA OAJ NF  
Boston Terrier  S St. Antoine  
pts 190.5

2nd

Suzy Q Mocha TKI  
Boston Terrier  C Stover-Gomez  
pts 190.0

Beginner Novice B

Mrs. S Oviatt-Harris
(3t)

1st

CH Artistry's Indigo Life Of Color  
Boston Terrier  S Herber/G Herber  
pts 195.5
One And Only Torques  *Boston Terrier*  D Mancine/S Kinnaird  
pts 193.5

CH Artistry's Savoy Truffle RN CGC TKN  *Boston Terrier*  S Herber/G Herber  
pts 190.0
2018 Rally

APRIL 23, 2018
MONDAY
Trial 1

Highest Triple Score in ADVB/EXCB/MASTER

Llb's Warrior From The Gods RAE CGC TKP Boston Terrier M
Wetherington

Highest Combined Score in ADVB/EXCB

Llb's Warrior From The Gods RAE CGC TKP Boston Terrier M
Wetherington

Rally Novice A
R V Horn
(1 ent)

1st
GCH CH Tam-Ra's Secret Investment AX AXJ NAP OF NFP CA DCAT
RATCHX CZ8P2 CGC TKP Boston Terrier L Cowhig
pts 89.0

Rally Novice B
R V Horn
(13 ent)

1st
One And Only Torques Boston Terrier D Mancine/S Kinnaird
pts 98.0

2nd
CH Artistry's Indigo Life Of Color Boston Terrier S Herber
pts 97.0
GCHG CH Knolland King Of The Road BN CGC TKI  
*Boston Terrier*  
Capstick/L Boileau  
pts 97.0

Bosart's City Boy MX MXJ MXP MJP XF MFP T2B  
*Boston Terrier*  
J Wilson  
pts 91.0

Wannabe Run's Razzle Dazzle NA NAJ NFP  
*Boston Terrier*  
Piercy  
pts 87.0

Lily RN OA OAJ NF  
*Boston Terrier*  
S St. Antoine  
pts 85.0

Poseidia's Roll The Dice CGC  
*Boston Terrier*  
Waterman  
pts 80.0
Noble's Elite By Georgia  *Boston Terrier*  T Noble/M Noble  
pts 79.0

CH Peja's Mad About You At Tealcrest AX OAJ CAA  *Boston Terrier*  J Hootman/P Jackson  
pts 70.0

**Rally Intermediate**

R V Horn  
(5 ent)

Dvs Abba's Unsolved Mystery BN RN  *Boston Terrier*  J Christman/C Enright  
pts 90.0

GCH CH Bo-Ty's Dreamin' Of Leapin' Lizards BN RN OA NAJ BCAT THD CGC TKN  *Boston Terrier*  S Sindt/C Sindt  
pts 84.0

Wannabe Run Tell No Tails To Abba RI CGC TKP  *Boston Terrier*  T Goodwin  
pts 81.0

GCH CH Boe's Rock You Like A Hurricane RN CAA BCAT  *Boston Terrier*  V Boe  

1st

2nd

3rd

4th
Rally Advanced B

R V Horn (8 ent)

1st
Artistry's Picture Me In My Gmc CDX BN RE NAJ THDN CGCA TKP
Boston Terrier  L Sheets
pts 100.0

2nd
Leaps&Bounds Super Manley Stanley CD BN RN MX MXJ CGC
Boston Terrier  S Tortorelli
pts 99.0

3rd
Alpha's Take It To Heart CDX BN RE AX AXJ CGCA CGCU TKP
Boston Terrier  L Sheets/M Miller
pts 98.0

4th
Llb's Warrior From The Gods RAE CGC TKP
Boston Terrier  M Wetherington
pts 95.0

Qualify
Pure Countrys Pipen Hot Sensation CD BN RA NA NAJ
Boston Terrier  T Crumpler
pts 88.0

Qualify

GCH CH N&R's Shooting Star From Dabs RE MX MXB MXJ MJB NF CA CGC  Boston Terrier  N Huber/R Gjestvang
pts 80.0

Qualify

CH Oui's Mickey You'Re So Fine CD BN RA  Boston Terrier  R Park/D Park
pts 77.0

Rally Excellent B
R V Horn
(4 ent)

1st

Llb's Warrior From The Gods RAE CGC TKP  Boston Terrier  M Wetherington
4 pts 99.0

2nd

Artistry's Picture Me In My Gmc CDX BN RE NAJ THDN CGCA TKP  Boston Terrier  L Sheets
pts 82.0

3rd

Alpha's Take It To Heart CDX BN RE AX AXJ CGCA CGCU TKP  Boston Terrier  L Sheets/M Miller
pts 80.0
GCH CH N&R's Shooting Star From Dabs RE MX MXB MXJ MJB NF CA CGC  
Boston Terrier  N Huber/R Gjestvang  
pts 73.0  
**Rally Master**  
R V Horn  
(4 ent)  

Lib's Warrior From The Gods RAE CGC TKP  
Boston Terrier  M Wetherington  
1 pts 96.0  

Wy Not Call Me Toby CD RAE MX MXJ MXP5 MXPS MJP2 MJPB XF MFP T2BP CA DS CGC  
Boston Terrier  K Misegadis/M Misegadis  
pts 79.0  

Artistry's Picture Me In My Gmc CDX BN RE NAJ THDN CGCA TKP  
Boston Terrier  L Sheets  
pts 77.0  

April 23, 2018  
Trial 2  

**Highest Triple Score in ADVB/EXCB/MASTER**
Lib’s Warrior From The Gods RAE CGC TKP *Boston Terrier* M Wetherington

**Highest Combined Score in ADVB/EXCB**

Alpha’s Take It To Heart CDX BN RE AX AXJ CGCA CGCU TKP *Boston Terrier* L Sheets/M Miller

### Rally Novice B

R V Horn  
(7 ent)

1st  

**CH Artistry’s Indigo Life Of Color**  
*Boston Terrier* S Herber  
pts 98.0

2nd  

Suzy Q Mocha TKI  
*Boston Terrier* C Stover-Gomez  
pts 90.0

3rd  

Lily RN OA OAJ NF  
*Boston Terrier* S St. Antoine  
pts 76.0

### Rally Intermediate

R V Horn  
(7 ent)

1st  

Wannabe Run Tell No Tails To Abba RN CGC TKP  *Boston Terrier*  T Goodwin pts 90.0

Bosart's City Boy MX MXJ MXP MJP XF MFP T2B  *Boston Terrier*  N Wilson/J Wilson pts 87.0

GCH CH Boe's Rock You Like A Hurricane RN CAA BCAT  *Boston Terrier*  V Boe pts 87.0

Wannabe Run Second Edition CDX RN  *Boston Terrier*  S Bavilacqua/M Bavilacqua/L Piercy/E Piercy pts 85.0

*One And Only Torques*  *Boston Terrier*  D Mancine/S Kinnaird pts 74.0

*Rally Advanced B*  
R V Horn  
(7 ent)
Alpha's Take It To Heart CDX BN RE AX AXJ CGCA CGCU TKP  Boston Terrier L Sheets/M Miller
pts 98.0

Artistry's Picture Me In My Gmc CDX BN RE NAJ THDN CGCA TKP  Boston Terrier L Sheets
pts 97.0

Llb's Warrior From The Gods RAE CGC TKP  Boston Terrier M Wetherington
pts 91.0

GCH CH Bo-Ty's Dreamin' Of Leapin' Lizards BN RN OA NAJ BCAT THD CGC TKN  Boston Terrier S Sindt/C Sindt
pts 77.0  Rally Excellent B R V Horn
(5 ent)

Llb's Warrior From The Gods RAE CGC TKP  Boston Terrier M Wetherington
1 pts 95.0
Alpha's Take It To Heart CDX BN RE AX AXJ CGCA CGCU TKP  Boston Terrier  L Sheets/M Miller  pts 90.0

Artistry's Picture Me In My Gmc CDX BN RE NAJ THDN CGCA TKP  Boston Terrier  L Sheets  pts 77.0

Leaps&Bounds Super Manley Stanley CD BN RN MX MXJ CGC  Boston Terrier  S Tortorelli  pts 71.0  Rally Master

R V Horn
(3 ent)

Llb's Warrior From The Gods RAE CGC TKP  Boston Terrier  M Wetherington  1 pts 96.0

Alpha's Take It To Heart CDX BN RE AX AXJ CGCA CGCU TKP  Boston Terrier  L Sheets/M Miller  pts 77.0
April 24, 2018
Tuesday

Highest Triple Score in ADVB/EXCB/MASTER

Llb's Warrior From The Gods RAE CGC TKP *Boston Terrier* M
Wetherington

Highest Combined Score in ADVB/EXCB

Llb's Warrior From The Gods RAE CGC TKP *Boston Terrier* M
Wetherington

Rally Novice B

Mrs. J M Yamane
(8 ent)

1st

CH Artistry's Indigo Life Of Color *Boston Terrier* S Herber
pts 99.0

2nd

Lily RN OA OAJ NF *Boston Terrier* S St. Antoine
pts 93.0

3rd

Wannabe Run's Razzle Dazzle NA NAJ NFP *Boston Terrier* L Tsuk/R Tsuk/L
Piercy
pts 91.0

4th
GCHG CH Knolland King Of The Road BN CGC TKI  *Boston Terrier*  B
Capstick/L Boileau
pts 90.0

GCH CH Hooligans One For The Road  *Boston Terrier*  H Dunning/R Gates
pts 79.0

Suzy Q Mocha TKI  *Boston Terrier*  C Stover-Gomez
pts 78.0

Abba's Wannabe Sing'in In The Rain  *Boston Terrier*  L Piercy/C Enright
pts 74.0
(6 ent)

**Rally Intermediate**

Mrs. J M Yamane
(6 ent)

**1st**

Wannabe Run Second Edition CDX RN  *Boston Terrier*  S Bavilacqua/M Bavilacqua/L Piercy/E Piercy
pts 92.0

**1st**
2nd

GCH CH Boe's Rock You Like A Hurricane RN CAA BCAT  Boston Terrier  V
Boe
pts 92.0

3rd

Wannabe Run Tell No Tails To Abba RI CGC TKP  Boston Terrier  T Goodwin
pts 86.0

4th

GCH CH Tam-Ra's Secret Investment RN AX AXJ NAP OF NFP CA DCAT
RATCHX CZ8P2 CGC TKP  Boston Terrier  L Cowhig
pts 85.0

Qualify

Dvs Abba's Unsolved Mystery BN RN  Boston Terrier  J Christman/C Enright
pts 82.0

Qualify

One And Only Torques RN  Boston Terrier  D Mancine/S Kinnaird
pts 79.0

Rally Advanced B

Mrs. J M Yamane
(7 ent)

1st
Alpha's Take It To Heart CDX BN RAE AX AXJ CGCA CGCU TKP  *Boston Terrier*  L Sheets/M Miller
pts 99.0

Libb's Warrior From The Gods RAE CGC TKP  *Boston Terrier*  M Wetherington
pts 95.0

GCH CH Bo-Ty's Dreamin' Of Leapin' Lizards BN RI OA NAJ BCAT THD CGC TKN  *Boston Terrier*  S Sindt/C Sindt
pts 94.0

Artistry's Picture Me In My Gmc CDX BN RE NAJ THDN CGCA TKP  *Boston Terrier*  L Sheets
pts 92.0

Pure Countrys Pipen Hot Sensation CD BN RA NA NAJ  *Boston Terrier*  T Crumpler
pts 90.0

GCH CH N&R's Shooting Star From Dabs RE MX MXB MXJ MJB NF CA CGC  *Boston Terrier*  N Huber/R Gjestvang
pts 82.0
Rally Excellent A
Mrs. J M Yamane
(1 ent)

MACH Poseidia Shine Bright Like A Diamond For N&R RA MXB MJS CA CGC  *Boston Terrier*  N Huber/R Gjestvang
pts 74.0

Rally Excellent B
Mrs. J M Yamane
(5 ent)

Llb's Warrior From The Gods RAE CGC TKP  *Boston Terrier*  M Wetherington
2 pts 97.0

Artistry's Picture Me In My Gmc CDX BN RE NAJ THDN CGCA TKP  *Boston Terrier*  L Sheets
1 pts 94.0

Leaps&Bounds Super Manley Stanley CD BN RA MX MXJ CGC  *Boston Terrier*  S Tortorelli
1 pts 91.0
Alpha's Take It To Heart CDX BN RAE AX AXJ CGCA CGCU TKP  Boston Terrier  L Sheets/M Miller  pts 87.0

GCH CH N&R's Shooting Star From Dabs RE MX MXB MXJ MJB NF CA CGC  Boston Terrier  N Huber/R Gjestvang  pts 74.0

Mrs. J M Yamane  (3 ent)

1st

Llb's Warrior From The Gods RAE CGC TKP  Boston Terrier  M Wetherington  pts 90.0

2nd

Alpha's Take It To Heart CDX BN RAE AX AXJ CGCA CGCU TKP  Boston Terrier  L Sheets/M Miller  pts 86.0

3rd

Artistry's Picture Me In My Gmc CDX BN RE NAJ THDN CGCA TKP  Boston Terrier  L Sheets  pts 86.0